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AASU professor granted editorial position at science publication
By Brittany Doctor
Staff Reporter

Assistant professor of psy
chology Bradley Sturz is now on
the editorial board of Frontiers
of Comparative Psychology as
well as on the reader board for
Nature, an internationaljournal
centered on all things scientific.
Sturz is beginning his fourth
year teaching at AASU and has
had many articles published
in different journals including
one, which, just this past sum
mer, earned him the BrendaA.
Milner Award. This award is
given by the American Psycho
logical Association to theauthor
of an "outstanding paper in the
field of behavioral neuroscience
or comparative psychology that
is written by a member of Divi
sion 6 who is within five years
of having received the PhD," ac
cording to APA.
Sturz traveled to San Diego
to accept the award at aconfer
ence.
"It's unusual for someone so
early in their career to be cho
sen for the position," said John
Kraft, associate professor of
psychology at AASU.
Sturz earned his Ph.D. in
2007.
"Normally people are chosen
later in their careers because

it takes that long to be recog
nized," Kraft said.
Jane Wong, head of AASUs
Department of Psychology, said
that getting asked to be on an
editorial board is a culmination
of many years of work for peo
ple who've proven themselves
as reviewers of journals. The
feet that these two publications
chose Sturz proves he is up to
the challenge.
Frontiers of Comparative
Psychology is a specialty sec
tion of the journal Frontiers
of Psyc hology. It publishes re
search based on the behavior
of animals and the psychologi
cal means by which they func
tion. The journal is a world-re
nowned publication, and Sturz's
job on the editorial board is to
review manuscripts that have
been written a nd submitted to
the journal. Sturz said that this
is a more permanent position
than an adhoc reviewer.
"Serving on an editorial board
gives you a first-hand look at the
kind of research being conduct
ed," Sturz said of the benefits of
his new position.
"It lets me serve as a gate
keeper of what makes it out to
the public domain," he said. "It
also serves to keep me updated
to what'sgoing on in the field."
Along with editing articles
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Correction:
In a caption in last week's
issue the people pictured were
incorrectly identified. The correct
caption is as follows: Police
Lieutenant John Bennett works
with AASU Sophomore Akia Brown
on correctly throwing elbow
strikes at the DATE class on Sept.
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Psychology professor Bradley Sturz is on the editorial board of Frontiers of Comparative Psychology and on
the reader board for Nature.

for journals, Sturz will also be
on a reader panel for Nature, a
journal that covers a wide range
of scientific topics. I ts articles
range from biogeochemistiy the studyof how biology, chem
istry, physics and geology work
together - to the paleontology of
the emperorpenguin. Through

out the journal there are expla
nations of scientif ic anomalies
and theories for the creation of
cures and treatmentsfor a wide
range of diseases.
On the reader panel, Sturz
will be reading, critiquing and
giving feedback of what im
provements should be made to

Nature's pr int and online ver
sions, both currently being up
dated.
"I've had wonderful support
from my colleagues in my de
partment as well as the depart
ment head, the dean and the
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Former professor publishes book chronicling AASU's history
By Joey Trull
Staff Reporter

Professor emerita of history
Janet Stone released research
findings of AASU'S history in
the book "From the Mansion
to the University: A History of
Armstrong Atlantic State Uni
versity" on Sept. 23. Stone's
400-page full-color hardcover
book on the history of AAS U
is now available in the campus
bookstore.
"The book attempts to cap
ture history and stories of pro
fessors, students and alumni of
Armstrong," Stone said. "I t is
a book about the past of Arm
strong, not its present."
The book is divided into 13
chapters in chronological order
by decade. Each chapter gives
details of struggles and strides
of students, professors and

SGA establishes
'Senator of the
Month' award
By Brad Curran
Staff Reporter

On Monday, Oct. 4., mem
bers of the Student Gov
ernment Association an
nounced the institution of
the "Senator of the Month"
award. Each month, two or
more senators will be nomi
nated and two senators will
be chosen for the award. The
award is meant to recognize
senators who display high
degrees of commitment to
their offices or who have un
dertaken exemplary tasks.
The first recipients of the
award were Senators Kwame
Phillips and Claudia LaRosa
for August, and Senators
Jeremy Brown and Giuliana
Calvo for September. The
winners of the award for
October and every month
following will be announced
at the .end the respective
months.
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alumni beginning with its start
in 1935 through Linda Bleicken
taking office in July 2009.
"The book is really inter
esting," said senior Faleschia
Alston. "It helps students un
derstand where the school has
come from so \ye can better un
derstand what we want out of
the future."
Bob Strozier, AASU alum
nus and former professor of
English, prompted Stone to
begin the research process that
brought about the published
book today.
"I was asked to work on the
Armstrong history in conjunc
tion with the college's 60th
anniversary by Bob Strozier,"
Stone said. "An update of Arm
strong's history in a more for
mal fashion was his idea."
"The work on thisproject was

fascinating. It completely en
gaged my interest," Stone said.
"I lived thro ugh much of the
history I was writing about, and
I knew many people who had
been part of Armstrong's earlier
history."
Stone said she is thankful
that most of her resources were
local like the public library and
AASU archives, which made the
research process easier.
"I also used the state archives
in Atlanta, which had very
rich material on key phases of
Armstrong's history," she said.
"But it did take a long time. I
worked on it primarily during
iarpe
the summer when I was teach AASU professor emerita of history, Janet Stone, published a book
ing. My teaching duties took my chronicling the history of AASU from its inception to the present..
full attention for the other nine ers.
classmate," Stone said. "Everymonths of the year."
"One of the most compelling body has memories, but the
She said some interviews interviews came from an early ability to put memories into efwere more interesting than oth- alum's memories of a WWII
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Diversity forum celebrates academic integration
1 /11 rvnlAAl'k A.
\ T\j\D
^
By Elizabeth
DeRoche
Itvr

Elizabeth Desnoyers-Colas, assistant professor of
communication and coordi
nator of the African-Ameri
can studies program, mod
erated a diversity forum on
Sept. 29 to celebrate AASU's
75th anniversary. There
were 20 people at the forum
held in the Armstrong Cen
ter auditorium.
"We have a lot to celebrate
about academic integration,".
Desnoyers-Colas said.
She commended AASU
for having one of the more
diverse student bodies in
Georgia - a great accom
plishment since AASU was
founded as an all-white col
lege. The struggle for diver
sity at AASU is not over, she
observed from the small au
dience at the event.
The forum panel included
Evelyn Dandy, professor
emerita of early childhood
education; Alfred Owens,
AASU alumnus and found
ing director of the Office

Check Inside

of Minority Affairs; Elisa
Gutierrez and Marco Tapia,
members of the Hispanic
Outreach and Leadership at
Armstrong; Zaphon Wilson,
chair of AASU's de partment
of Criminal Justice, Social
and Political Science; and
Zerik Samples, president of
the Student Government As
sociation.
Desnoyers-Colas
asked
the panelists what they have
contributed to AASU's aca
demic integration and what
they think AASU needs to
change within the next 75
years.
"I changed my hairdo to
come to Armstrong," said
Evelyn Dandy, who has been
an activist for racial integra
tion at AASU for 32 years.
Dandy said she views her
most important contribu
tions to diversity as mentor
ing minority students, cre
ating the course AASU 1101
whith is designed to help
students succeed the transi
tion into college, having sup
port groups in every depart
ment and creating courses
C
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for educators to help them
learn how to teach students
who are not like them. She
also wrote the book "Black
Communications: Breaking
Down the Barriers," a teach
ing aid for teachers of bl ack
students.
She believes AASU has
come a long way but stressed
that they still have their work
cut out for them.
In 1961,Alfred Owens sued
AASU for not admitting him.
He was admitted the follow
ing year, but because of duty
in the Marine Corps, he was
not able to attend AASU un
til 1978. He graduated with
honors and came to work at
AASU, where he founded the
Office of Minority Affairs.
When junior Elisa Gutier
rez came to AASU, the only
familiar program available
for her was HOLA. She has
served as the publicist for
HOLA and was also the first
Latino to serve as an SGA
senator. She said that HOLA
made her transition into
AASU easier.
Senior
Marco
Tapia

thanked the panelists, say
ing that they paved a way for
him.
"If it were not for them, I
wouldn't be here," he said.
Tapia served as HOLA
president for two years.
He also served on Campus
Union Board, as an AASU
Ambassador and for Navi
gate.
Speaking Spanish was
important for Tapia as an
AASU Amb assador. He and
Gutierrez have had oppor
tunities to encourage Span
ish-speaking families visit
ing AASU. Tapia believes he
has broadened the path for
more minorities to come to
AASU.
"We have to be open," he
said. "We don't live in an allwhite society."
Zaphon Wilson described
himself as a catalyst of
change.
"I'm not nearly as satisfied
with where we are as far as
diversity is concerned," he
said.
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Campus Briefs
AASU professor publishes
textbook

Beth Howells, associate
professor of English and director
of the writing program at AASU,
is the author of the textbook
"Literature; Reading to Write."
The 608-page textbook gives
examples from classic and
• contemporary works as well
as some more modern genres
including graphic novels.
The textbook is designed for
second semester freshman
composition courses. The book
is designed to help students
become critical readers and better
writers.
Howells tested the textbook
outline and proposed coursework
with her students over the past 10
years. Four of her former students
contributed writing samples to
the book, and two other students
worked as research assistants.
Howells has been a member of
AASU faculty since 2001 and has
worked as site director with the
National Writing Project.
She holds a Ph.D. in composition
and rhetoric and 19th-century
British literature.
AASU to participate in
Read Aloud at East Broad
Elementary

The first A ASU Read Aloud will
be held Friday, Oct. 8, at 9:30
a.m. at East Broad Elementary
School. The Armstrong
Alumni Association formed a
partnership with East Broad
Elementary in 2008 and began
reading to students on the
second Friday of each month
for an hour. Students showed ,
an increase in fluency, and their
reading Criterion-Referenced
Competency Tests test scores
increased.
There are 25 volunteer spots
available, and they will be filled
on a first-come first-serve basis.
An e-mail will be sent out at
the beginning of each month to
give students the opportunity to
volunteer.
Participants will meet in the
East Broad Elementary lobby at
9:30 a.m. on Oct. 8, and staff will
direct them to their classrooms
at that time.
Those interested in
participating should contact
Beth Crovatt at beth.crovatt@
armstrong.edu.
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Oct. 8: CUB meeting, noon, Savannah Ballroom A in the Student Union
Oct. 8: Celebrate AASU early T-shirt distribution, 2:30 p.m., Fine Arts Auditorium
Oct. 9: Pirate Fest Parade, 1 p.m., Tybee Island

Campus Life

Oct. 11-12: Fall break, no class
Oct. 13: Career Fair Prep Workshop, 12-1 p.m., Sapelo Meeting Room in the Memorial College Center

Loss of Dental Hygiene Program leaves
cavity in AASU's curriculum
By Brittany Redding

AASU began its Depart
ment of Dental Hygiene in
1968, and it was the first of
its kind in Georgia. Amid
the onslaught of statewide
education budget cuts an
nounced this spring, AASU's
administration made the de
cision to cut the 42 year-old
program.
"It's really sad that they
are closing a facility that
holds the oldest program in
the state," said Janice Mengel, assistant professor of
dental hygiene at AASU.
The two-year program
currently has approximately
40 students and provides
dental services for a large
portion of th e local commu
nity.
Suzanne Edenfield, head
of the dental hygiene pro
gram, said that their office
receives at least 100 calls a
week from patients seeking
dental care at the student
clinic.
Fortunately for students
and the community, the pro
gram isn't leaving Savannah.
Instead it is being relocated
to Savannah Technical Col
lege, pending approval from
the American Dental Asso
ciation.
Edenfield is helping to put
together a proposal for the
ADA that will be reviewed
in February. The projected
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AASU student Theresa Reeves performs a standard cleaning on a patient in the
Dental Hygiene clinic located in the Savannah Mall, on Oct. 5.

date of the transition is May
15, 2011, whi ch allows firstyear students in the pro
gram to finish up the spring
semester and for secondyear students to complete
the program and graduate
before the move.
Edenfield said she hopes
Savannah Tech will take
advantage of the current
faculty and staff, but she
said she knows there is not
enough space for everyone.
Savannah Tech is allow
ing for two full-time faculty
members and a department
head while AASU cu rrently
has two additional full-time
faculty members.
Despite possible job loss
es, Edenfield said faculty
and staff are handling the
situation very well.
"The faculty are still pro

fessional and are doing their
work," she said. "We are do
ing what we are supposed to,
and we believe in our profes
sion, so you really wouldn't
know being around here that
anything is happening."
Kimberly Coulton, assis
tant professor of dental hy
giene at AASU, said she is re
lieved to know the program
will be staying in Savannah.
She said that there are many
in the community who rely
on the dental services pro
vided by the program's stu
dents and was concerned
that their needs would not
be met after the loss of the
program at AASU.
"My biggest concern was
for the public and students,"
Coulton said. "I'm very re
lieved."
Despite her optimism,

Coulton said she can't help
being a little saddened by
the loss of the program at
AASU.
"I have to say I'm disap
pointed because I do think
that we have an excellent
program," she said, "Stu
dents from around the state
and country come to attend
our strong program."
AASU and Savannah Tech
are attempting to make the
transition as easy and trans
parent as possible for stu
dents.
"Savannah Tech has been
very accommodating and
easy to work with," Eden
field said. "They have really
been delightful,"
Gail Eubanks, executive
director of en rollment man
agement and marketing at
Savannah Tech, said, "We
are very excited to be able
to continue meeting the
needs of th e dental commu
nity, and we are committed
to making it as seamless as
possible for students."
Eubanks and Edenfield
said the Savannah Tech
program's student require
ments should be the same as
AASU's and will remain con
sistent with ADA ac credita
tion requirements.
Students will need to pay
attention to course numbers
because, while the classes
will contain the same mate
rial, the course numbers will
most likely be different.

Voices|on Campus

Where we ask
you what you think.

Reported by Andrea Cervone
Photography Editor
photo.inkwell@gniail.com

"What do you do in your free time?

'There are really only three things
I do in my free time. I read, I write
and I play music."
Even Dixon, English
junior

"I like to just hang out with my
friends and watch movies."
Josh Warnock, theater
junior

"My favorite way to spend
my free time is shopping or
watching 'House.'"
Jerrica Williams, criminal justice
senior

"I spend my free time combing my
beard."
John Stalnaker, landscape
architecture
" sophomore

thein

kwel lonline.com

Initiative for Civic Engagement seeks to encourage volunteerism
By Sam Strozzo

AASU's chapter of the
Initiative for Civic En
gagement wants to engage
students in public service.
The AASU chapter, spear
headed by Jason Tatlock
of the history department,
has involvement in several
aspects of campus life, all
dedicated to helping teach
and encourage citizenship.
"We have definitely been
busy," Tatlock said. "[The
Initiative for Civic Engage
ment] wants to see that
students become actively
socially engaged."
Among the organiza
tion's efforts is curriculum
development within Fresh
man Learning Communi
ties. Though Civic Engage
ment instructors can help

first-year students get in
volved in campus life and
community efforts, some
students find it hard to in
tegrate into new communi
ties.
One such student is
freshman Lauren Tomp
kins.
Tompkins, like many re
cently admitted freshmen,
is not from Savannah.
"I didn't even know where
to start when I moved
here," she said. "The FLC
has certainly helped me
adjust to life [on campus],
I'm glad Armstrong has
something that helps new
students like me."
Civic Engagement also
works to encourage facul
ty development through a
faculty reading group. The
group focuses on helping

faculty members initiate
students into the concept
of community service as a
means to societal advance
ment.
"Service to the commu
nity seems fairly straight
forward," Tatlock said.
"Our reading group exists
to raise awareness of the
important of involvement
in civic engagement."
Along with campus-cen
tered activities, Civic En
gagement also participated
in the inaugural Treasure
Savannah Day of Service
and works with the Savan
nah advisory board of Cit
ies of Service.
"Cities of Service pro
motes volunteerism in
cities," Tatlock said. "It's
a program sponsored by
Mayor Bloomberg in New

York City, and it provides
grants to cities who apply
to aid in promoting citi
zenship."
The City of Savannah has
been granted access to this
funding, allowing AASU to
partner with other serviceoriented agencies. Through
these larger program asso
ciations, students can help
both the campus and the
community as a whole by
participating in activities
such as donating blood,
tidying city grounds and
aiding those who are less
fortunate.
"People helping people is
what America is all about,"
said political science ma
jor John Brown. "Without
people willing to volun
teer, we couldn't call our
selves democratic."

This idea perfectly de
scribes Civic Engagement's
close relationship with the
American Democracy Proj
ect, the figurative parent
of AASU's chapter. The
Democracy Project began
in 2003 and [s a collection
of over 220 colleges and
universities
throughout
the nation - all with chap
ters similar to AASU's that
aim to raise awareness of
the need for community
service.
Although Civic Engage
ment may not be physical
ly able to involve people in
helping others in the com
munity, it can help raise
awareness of the need for
service.
"It doesn't take much
to volunteer some of your
time to help out the com

munity," Brown said. "The
results of your small time
are always more than the
effort it costs you. Give a
little, get a lot."
Civic Engagement works
to connect students with
the community around
them. AASU's chapter be
gan in summer 2009, and
the goal is to eventually
provide universal aware
ness of the importance of
service in the community.
"Students can greatly
benefit not only by involv
ing themselves in the bet
terment of the community,
but aiso can grow as indi
viduals," Brown said.

Scores dip slightly as more take SAT
perintendent of Schools Brad
Bryant said in a statement.
"For Georgia's students to
More students from the remain competitive against
Class of 2010 took the SAT other students across the U.S.
than from any previous grad and the world, we must com
uating class, according to re mit ourselves to preparing all
sults released recently by The students for the challenges of
College Board.
college and careers."
That trend was also true in
South Carolina's score
Georgia and South Carolina. dropped from 1,452 in 2009
Both states saw their average to 1,447 in 2010. Nationally,
SAT composite scores drop the average composite score
slightly, while the number stayed the same, at 1,509.
of test-takers increased in
"The challenge is increas
each state. It is typical, test ing test scores at the same
experts say, to see scores on time we increase test partici
college-entrance exams such pation," state Superintendent
as the SAT or ACT drop when of Education Dr. Jim Rex
more students take the test.
said in a statement. "When
Georgia's average score fell you get a broader crossfrom 1,478 posted by 2009 section of ki ds, you typically
graduates to 1,476 by the get lower scores. We're see
Class of 2010.
ing that with SAT scores but
"I am encouraged by the not with ACT and AP scores,
number of minority students which keep improving even
in Georgia who plan to go on though more kids are taking
to college and by the number the tests."
of st udents who are the first
The composite score in
in their families to seek a cludes average scores from
college education," State Su the three tested areas on the

By Jason Wermers
The Augusta Chronicle
(MCT)

SAT: critical reading, math
and writing. Each section
is scored on an 8oo-point
scale, with the highest pos
sible score being 2,400.
John S. Davidson Fine Arts
Magnet School in Richmond
County led the region with a
1,709 composite score. That
was down 35 points from
2009 but still 200 points
above the national average.
The lowest score in the re
gion was also in Richmond
County, 1,171 at Glenn Hills
High, but that represented a
4-point rise from the previ
ous year.
Westside High School's
2010 graduates posted an
average score of 1,375, which
is 115 poi nts lower than the
2009 graduates scored. Each
subject area dropped by
about 40 points, but 10 more
members of the Class of 2010
took the SAT.
In
Columbia
County,
Grovetown High School,
which opened last year, had
the lowest score, 1,364.

The highest score belonged
to Lakeside High, with 1,602,
a 2-point increase from
2009. The other Columbia
County school that beat the
national average was Green
brier High, with a 1,518 com
posite score.
Aiken County students
showed a more dramatic de
cline than their peers state
wide, with 2010 high school
seniors falling 14 points to
1,463 from their 2009 coun
terparts, just 20 points above
the state average.
Statewide, South Carolina
seniors scored 484 in criti
cal reading, 495 in math and
468 in writing, compared Do you take awesome photos?
with national averages of 501
Wanna get paid for'em?
in reading, 515 in math and
493 in writing. The Georgia
averages were 488 in read
ing, 490 in math and 475 in
writing.
Whether it's crazy action shots at a Lady Pirates' basketball
Despite a 25-point decrease game or coverage of t he latest AASU construction project, we
from 2009, South Aiken High need excited, personable staff photographers."
School outperformed the na
E-mail photo.inkwell@gmail.com
tional average, with a 1,538
To get paid for photos by The Inkwell, you must be staff o n assignment. Unsolicited submissions are accepted but unpaid
composite score.
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The Inkwell welcomes and invites letters to the editor. All submissions must be less than 350 words, and they must be
signed. E-mail your submission to chief.inkwell@gmail.com.
Opinions expressed in op/ed columns or in editorial cartoons do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the newspaper.
The Inkwell reserves the right to edit for grammar and spelling.

Emeritus faculty deserve better visibility
Inkwell editorial board

If someone sweats over
a job for years in the most
basic occupations, there is
still generally some reward
or retirement fund waiting
on the other end. Though
people may not expect to
be compensated for their
effort, a lot of people get
it. Some positions even de
serve it.
Some of our professors
work exhaustively to pro
mote the needs of AASU
as an institution. Some
professors organize clubs
and programs, and some
professors net our univer
sity grant money for their
ambitious projects. Deal
ing with students and de
partmental politics is hard
enough - faculty members
who really fight for the uni
versity are few and far be
tween. After these faculty
members have left, colleges
and universities give them
the title of emeriti.
At many universities and
colleges, emeritus status is
a big deal. They get their
names on shiny plaques
in the hallways. There are
cases with their published
works on display. They
get to cut in line to get the
last jelly donut in the fac
ulty lounge. Emeriti are
mythic - the closest thing a

campus gets to a pantheon at their fingertips are im
- and on their campuses, mense.
even the students know it.
Still, these practical ac
They have a presence.
commodations barely qual
So what is wrong with ify as the respect that these
AASU, then?
faculty members deserve.
When was the last time a While it's understandable
student could point out an that AASU* doesn't have
AASU emeritus? What lay all the space in the world,
man member of the campus some emeriti who continue
strolling casually about can teaching one or two classes
name them?
after retirement get stuck
Emeriti faculty has no sharing offices. Something
real presence here, which isn't kosher.
is not only unfortunate for
Among the things that
the faculty but also unhelp are not given to emeriti is
ful to the university as a any kind of parking permit,
whole.
meaning that if they do
It isn't that uncommon continue to utilize the re
for emereti to continue sources that the university
to do research after they • gives them — they have to
leave. The emeriti aren't use visitor parking.
fossils that return to the
Recently AASU celebrat
cretaceous period to drift ed its 75th anniversary, and
into
the
paleontology one of its emerita faculty
books. They are often ac members published a book
tive. These professors con on the university's history.
tinue to build a name for She took advantage of her
the institution long after access to our library and
they leave. In some regards, archives and put out an
AASU misses that.
exhaustive labor of love.
That isn't to say that we Quick - can you name her?
don't give our emeriti any
Not many students can,
thing. They do get to keep and the book has received a
their AASU e-mail account good deal of press. She has
and the right to utilize our been all over the place and
library, including our inter- yet is invisible.
library loan services with
On the occasion of Pres
the USG.
ident
Bleicken's inau
That second benefit is guration, with all of the
no small gift because the festivities that both pre
resources that this puts ceded and followed it, how

many emeriti were pres teaching, scholarship and
ent? There weren't many. service to the institution,
Whether they weren't ac but that still doesn't ask
tually invited, or they were for very specific criteria.
aware that they were being Mostly, it is up to the de
shortchanged, either possi partment heads to select
bility shows that our emeri the professors, though they
ti know that they aren't get have to be approved by the
ting the treatment that they university president and
a majority vote by the de
deserve.
Certainly, there is a gen partment faculty.
The lack of specificity
eral assumption that a
member of the institution could be the cause of the
with emeritus status would lack of recognition. It isn't
desire to be present at an that great of a jump of rea
event geared toward cel son to realize that flimsy
ebrating AASU. After all, criteria can lead to a flimsy
emeriti are people who have follow-through.
dedicated themselves to the
Even so, other universi
school. With that kind of ties - state institutions in
devotion, what could drive South Carolina and Flor
them away from AASU?
ida - treat their emeriti
Academic politics can.
as though they had served
However, in defense of their universities with dis
the university, the criteria tinction. In the trenches of
of emeritus status are poor academia, these were the
ly established. The Board faculty that actually bet
of Regents, in its infinite tered the community, over
wisdom - and its policy faculty members that don't,
manual, said, "A president far beyond what was ini
may ... confer the title of tially expected of them. If
emeritus/a on any retired AASU cares about its emer
faculty member or admin iti, it should show it.
istrative officer who, at the
time of retirement, had ten
or more years of honorable
and distinguished USG ser
vice."
How vague.
The AASU faculty hand
book is a bit more specific,
calling for distinction in

Know something The Inkwell should cover? E-mail news.inkwell@gmail.com and let us know.
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Texters, you'd be better off driving drunk
By Michael Fumento
Los Angeles Times
(MCT)

"Border collie jill surveying
the view from atop the sand
dune." Those were the last
words of Malibu plastic sur
geon Frank Ryan, best known
for "reconstructing" reality
TV star Heidi Montag. It's not
quite up there with "Et tu,
Brute?" Yet it seemed impor
tant enough for him to text it
just before driving offa cliff in
August. Jill survived.
We don't know what the
message was in a 2007 acci
dent involving the sender and
her four fellow New York high
school cheerleaders. But it
probably wasn't worth slam
ming head-on into a truck,
killing them all. And the 2008
Chatsworth train collision,
in which 25 people died and
more than 100 were injured,
was officially attributed to
the engineer of the Metrolink
commuter train being dis
tracted by text messaging.
Unfortunately, laws intend
ed to deal with the problem of
texting while driving, a ma
jor topic at the Transporta
tion Department's Distracted
Driving Summit on Sept. 21,
reflect vital misunderstand
ings about why a cell phone
combined with a moving ve
hicle can be so deadly and
how to deal with it.
Texting while driving can
be more dangerous than driv
ing while swigging Jack Dan
iels, according to studies. In a
2009 survey, Car and Driver
magazine tested two of its
staffers under a varietyof con
ditions. It found that on aver
age, driving at 70 mph, one
man braking suddenly while
legally drunk (0.08 blood al
cohol content) traveled 4 feet

tonyraymorris@gmail.com

beyond his baseline perfor
mance. But reading an e-mail
while driving sober, he trav
eled 36 feet beyond the base
line result and 70 feet while
sending a text. In the worst
case while texting, he traveled
319 feet before stopping.
Yet 66 percent of respon
dents to a 2007 Harris Inter
active poll admitted they've
texted while driving, even as
89 percent said it should be
banned. And it's the youngest
drivers, who already are in far
more than their share of road
accidents and deaths, who do
it most, according to govern
ment and insurance industry
reports.
There are no reliable stud
ies regarding deaths associ
ated with driving and texting.
But consider that in 2002,
when texting was still a nov
elty, cell phone usage killed
an estimated 2,600 Ameri
cans, according to a study by
the Harvard Center for Risk
Analysis. Yet texting and
driving is 17 times more dan
gerous than just talking on a
phone, according to a 2009
Virginia Tech study. And we
sent about 15 times the num
ber of messages in 2009 as we
did in 2005, according to one
wireless industry report.
One possible explanation
for why we can't seem to keep
our paws off t hose tiny key
boards is that surveys show
that a vast majority of Ameri
can drivers believethemselves
to be above average -and not
just in Lake Wobegon. Hence
the belief that we need to ban
thee but not me.
Transportation Secretary
Ray LaHood's idea of p utting
cigarette-pack type warning
labels on cell phones is as
worthless as it sounds. We

don't need text education. We nouncements and programs
need legal coercion. Yet 20 in which officers were specifi
states still don't ban texting cally watching out for drivers
and driving, and only eight using cell phones, hand-held
plus the District of Colom cell phone use while driving
bia ban talking on hand-held dropped 56 percent in Hart
phones while driving. None ford, Conn., and 38 percent in
ban hands-free phones.
Syracuse, N.Y.; t exting while
However, the mere exis driving declined 68 percent
tence of laws alone is not and 42 percent, respectively.
enough. Almost twice as
"The laws are simple to en
many Californians in a new force," said Jennifer Smith,
Automobile Club of South president of Focus Driven,
ern California survey say they patterned after the highly
now use cell phones while effective Mothers Against
driving than admitted to do Drunk Driving.
ing so before it became illegal
Yet none of this will have
20 months ago. And texting any effect if we don't recog
laws in four states surveyed nize that the specific cause
have done nothing to reduce of the distraction "isn't your
reported collisions, according hands or eyes but your head,"
to figures released by an affili as University of Illinoiscogni
ate of the Insurance Institute tive scientist Daniel Simons
for Highway Safety.
puts it. "Texting requires
Why? Penalties are a joke you to take your mind off the
and enforcement is essential road." Indeed, hands-free
ly nonexistent. A first offense phones may induce a fatally
is merely a $20 finein Califor false sense of complacency
nia, and $50 for subsequent "if you falsely believe that you
violations. By contrast, a first will notice what's on the road
DUI conviction in the state while focusing attention on
carries a jail sentence of four your phone or a keyboard,"
days to six months, a fine as Simons said. That's why stud
high as $1,000, a six-month ies repeatedly show handslicense suspension and more. free phones to be just as dan
Enforcement efforts are. gerous as hand-helds.
virtually nonexistent be
But current state laws uni
cause everyone thinks it's versally allow hands-free
so difficult. Yet equipment phones, except in a few places
that detects outgoing radiof- " for certain categories such as
requency signals is neither teens and bus drivers. And
new nor cost-prohibitive and yes, there are voice-to-text
no more invasive than traf apps that allow verbal text
fic control cameras, radar or messaging, which some pro
radar detector spotters. But mote as a safer alternative.
even such low-tech "equip
For now, all you can do is
ment" as human eyeballs can control your own conduct, in
work. Results from two pilot cluding downloading software
programs released Sept. 28 that automatically blocks out
by the Department of Tra ns going messages while turning
portation show that. During off a lerts for incoming ones.
a yearlong test, using' a com No message is worth dying
bination of public service an for.

Michael Fumento is an author and attorney who specializes in health, science and safety issues.
PRINTER '
Judd Publishing

More information about the author and his work can be found at his website, fumento.com.
Editor's note: Georgia's anti-texting law went into effect July 1, 2010.
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Oct. 8: Men's Tennis and Women's Tennis at C.L. Varner Memorial
Invitational in Orlando, Fla.
The two teams also play Oct. 9-10.
.

Oct. 11: Men's Golf vs. GSU Mizuno Savannah Intercollegiate in
Pooler at Savannah Quarters Country Club

Oct. 9: Soccer vs. Columbus St. at 3:30 p.m.

Oct. 12: Men's Golf vs. GSU Mizuno Savannah Intercollegiate in
Pooler at Savannah Quarters Country Club
Soccer at Queens University in Charlotte, N.C. at 6 p.m.

Oct. 10: Volleyball vs. Merrimack in Winter Park, Fla.,at 4 p.m.
Volleyball vs. Florida Tech in Winter Park, Fla.,at 6 p.m.

Oct 13: Volleyball vs. Valdosta St. at 6 p.m.

No. 9 Pirates collect 4-1 win over Montevallo
Courtesy of
Sports Communications

The No. 9-ranked AASU
women's soccer squad
tallied a first-minute goal
en route to a 4-1 Peach
Belt- Conference victory
over visiting Montevallo on
Oct. 2 at the AASU So ccer
Field.
Just 46 seconds into the
match, freshman Nadima
Skeff volleyed in a free
kick from freshman Andye
DawsOn to put the Pirates
(7-0-2, 5-0 PBC) up 1-0.
It was the quickest goal to
start a match in the fiveplus year history of the
AASU program.
The Pirates added another
goal in the 22nd minute
as a through ball from
Dawson found a streaking
Erin Holt, who slotted the
ball past Montevallo (2-71, 0-4 PBC) keeper Alyssa
Maxwell for a 2-0 lead.
AASU
would
take
a 3-0 lead in the 41st
minute off a nifty bit of
passing. Sophomore Emily
Cattanach's service just
inside the top of the box
was flicked off the head of
sophomore Katie Jesser to
the feet of freshman Jordan
Otto. Otto beat Maxwell for
her team-high-tying fifth
goal of the season.
In the second half, senior
Lianne Stricklen ran down

a ball in the 74th minute in
front of t he box and tucked
it just inside the right post
for the goal, putting the
Pirates up by four.
Montevallo would tally its
lone goal in the 85th minute
as Page Scott cross shot to
Christine Prince in front of
the box. Prince beat AASU
substitute keeper Meghan
Mayville for the score.
"For the second game in
a row, we got off t o a quick
start with Skeffs goal. She
has really played well of
late," AASU head coach Eric
Faulconer said. "I thought
we played well overall,
and I was glad to see the
great goal scored by Lianne
Stricklen. Lianne does so
much for this team, arid I'm
happy she was rewarded for
her hard work."
AASU outshot the Falcons
28-8 in the match and
enjoyed a 6-3 advantage in
corner kicks. Montevallo
keeper Maxwell made 11
saves in 76 minutes of
action, while AASU k eeper
Tracey
Mitchell
made
one save in 66 minutes of
action.
The Falcons were whistled
for 16 fouls compared to six
for the Pirates, and AASU
was offsides six times to
just once for Montevallo.

rnuios oy aicpncn nir renu
Left: AASU g oalkeeper Tracey Mitchell reels in a corner kick in t he game on Oct. 2 against the University of Montevallo. Top Right: Erin
Holt dribbles through the Montevallo defense. Bottom Right: AASU fo rward Jordan Otto battles Montevallo's Alex Terhar for control of the
ball.

AASU men's tennis dominates at
Georgia Tech

Pirates finish even after weekend

Courtesy of Sports
Communications

Courtesy of Sports
Communications

and Johnson of Georgia 8-6
but fell to South Alabama's
duo of Bartsch and Seur 8-5
The AASU men's tennis in the quarterfinal round.
team excelled at the Georgia
In the B bracket, Mydla
Tech Fall Invitational on Sat and Scocuglia defeated the
urday, Oct. 2, in singles play Winthrop duo of Kubi and
with all three Pirates in the Levy 8-6 but fell to the topA Singles draw advancing to seeded duo of DiValerio and
the Round of 16.
Salcedo of V anderbilt 8-4 in
Sixth-seeded Mikk Irdo- the quarterfinals. Bonet and
ja, after a first-round bye, Regan collected an 8-3 win
notched a 6-3, 6-3 win over over McArdle and Pierron
Charlie Jones of Vanderbilt of Lipscomb but fell to the
to advance to the Round of 16 Georgia State duo of Cook
in the A Singles bracket. Eu- and Spinks 8-3 in the quar
daldo Bonet, meanwhile, also terfinals.
earned a bye and notched a
Four AASU men's tennis
7-6 (4), 6-4 win over Garrett players were still alive at the
Brasseaux of the University Georgia Tech Fall Invita
of Georgia to also advance to tional after Sunday, Oct. 3,
the Round of 16.
'
the second day of play in At
Rafael Array joined the lanta. •
two in the Round of 16 with
Senior Mikk Irdoja and
a pair of si ngles wins. Array junior Eudaldo Bonet each
knocked off David Salazar of picked up a pair of singles
Lipscomb 7-6 (1), 6-1 in first- wins to advance to the semi
round action, then the senior finals of the A Singles bracket
upset fourth-seeded Wesley on Sunday. Irdoja beat Bryan
Moran of Clemson 6-4, 6-0 Swartz of the University of
to make it to the round of 16. Tennessee 6-2, 7-6 in the
In the Singles B bracket, Round of i6. He then beat
two Pirates advanced to the Campbell Johnson from the
Round of 16 with singles University of Georgia 7-5,7-5
wins. Fourth-seeded Matus to advance to the semifinals.
Mydla notched a 6-2, 3-6,
Johnson had advanced to
6-0 win over Thomas Cook the quarters by beating the
of Ge orgia State, while Dan Pirates' Rafael Array 6-3,
iel Regan notched a 6-0, 6-1 3-6, 7-5.
win over Colton Norton of
Bonet joined Irdoja in the
Tennessee. The only casualty semifinals with a 7-6 (5), 6-4
in singles for AASU was Pe win over Victor Valente of
dro Scocuglia, who dropped Georgia State and a 6-3, 6-4
a 6-3,6-0 decision to Georgia win over Dauw Krueger of
State's Juan Pablo Gutierrez. South Alabama.
In doubles play, Array and
In the B Singles bracket,
Irdoja split matches on the af Daniel Regan advanced to
ternoon in the A bracket. The the semifinals with a 6-2, 6-4
duo knocked off Brasseaux win over Guy Kubi of Win

thel n

throp as well as a 7-6 (3), 6-0
win over third-seeded Mortiz Dettinger of Clemson. He
was joined by Matus Mydla,
who notched a 6-0, 6-0 win
over Parker Allen of South
Alabama and a 6-3, 3-6, 6-3
win over Lirian Levy of Win
throp.
Junior Eudaldo Bonet con
tinued his perfect fall run
by capturing the Singles A
bracket of the Georgia Tech
Fall Invitational on Monday,
Oct. 4, in Atlanta.
Bonet defeated the Uni
versity of Georgia's Ignacio
Taboada 6-2, 6-1 and then
knocked off top-seeded Hernus Pieters of the Bulldogs
6-1, 6-1 to claim the bracket
title. The ITA Southeast Re
gion singles titlist for the Pi
rates, Bonet is now a perfect
13-0 in singles play so far this
fall.
Senior MikkIrdoja dropped
his semifinal match to Piet
ers 6-4 3-6, 6-4 on Monday
morning in the A bracket.
In Singles B bracket action,
sophomore Daniel Regan
advanced to the finals with a
6-2, 6-1 win over Pablo Guti
errez of Georgia State. Soph
omore Matus Mydla fell in
his semifinal match against
Winthrop's Dejon Bivens 6-1,
6-3, and Bivens then defeat
ed Regan 4-6, 6-1, 6-4 in the
B Bracket singles final.
The Pirates return to ac
tion on Friday, Oct. 8, at the
C.L. Varner Memorial Tour
nament in Orlando, Fla.

kwel lonline.com

The/ AASU volleyball
squad halted a four-match
slide with a 3-0 victory over
visiting Francis Marion on
Oct. 1 in Savannah. The
game scores were 28-26,
25-20 and 25-21.
The Pirates (8-8,2-4 PBC)
and the Patriots (10-6, 2-3
PBC) played a nip-and-tuck
first set with neither team
leading by more than three
points. With the score at
26-all, sophomore Amanda
Jones registered a service
ace. A block by sophomore
Brittany Wolf and senior
Gwen Clarke earned the
Pirates the final two points
and the first-set win.
Another close second set
saw the score tied at 20-all,
but a kill from Jones gave
the Pirates the lead. Then
freshman Megan Pando
served three consecutive
aces en route to serving out
the set and putting AASU
up, 2-0.
Francis Marion led late
in the third set 20-18 to
try and push it to a fourth
set, but back-to-back kills
by Brittany Wolf ended up
closing out the match for
the Pirates.
Jones led the Pirates
offensively on the night by
hitting .389 with nine kills,
while junior Torrie Bevolo
added eight kills. Wolf
finished the night hitting
.500 with seven kills and
five blocks. Pando notched
20 assists and five service
aces and freshman Jessica
Santaniello notched 10
digs.
Francis Marion was led by
Ashlee Crook's match-high
10 kills, Nicole Bennett's
30 assists and eight digs
each from Kelsie Deaton
and Crook.
On Saturday, Oct. 2,
UNC Pembroke overcame

. P hoto by Hank Sharp<
No. 6 Torrie Bevolo attemps to block the ball by Shay Peterson from UN'
Pembroke.

a two set deficit to notch a
3-2 Peach Belt Conference
volleyball win over AASU
in Savannah. The game
scores were 18-25, 21-25,
25-21, 25-19 and 15-10.
The Braves (11-5, 3-3
PBC) trailed 17-13 in the
fourth set but outpointed
the Pirates (8-9, 2-5 PBC)
12-2 to tie the match up at
tvyo sets apiece and force
a fifth deciding set. AASU
recorded just .three kills in
the fifth set, hitting .048,
while
UNC
Pembroke
collected 11 kills and scored
six of the final seven points
of the set to claim the
match. With the loss, AASU
fell to 0-3 this season in
five-set matches,
Allie Schneider led all

players for the Braves
with 15 kills, while Tiara
Anderson added 11 kills,
and Rachel Young notched
10. Heather Bolwerk added
38 assists, and Marissa
Baker tallied i8'digs.
The Pirates were led by
10 kills apiece for freshman
Jessica Santaniello and
sophomore Amanda Jones.
Santaniello led all players
with 19 digs and freshman
Megan Pando notched 23
assists. Brittany Wolf added
eight blocks, and the Pirates
notched 15 team blocks in
the five-set match.
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AASU Men's Futbol Club rises
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AASU Sports Trivia, previews and more

Brittany Hodges
Sports Editor
sports.inkwell@gmail.com

The Men's Futbol Club at
AASU started in 2008 and has
been buildinga foundation and
growing ever since. With about
25 players on the roster, the
soccer club is set and ready to
compete this year. However,
at the end of last semester, it
was questionable as to wheth
er there would still be a team,
since they lacked a coach.
Junior Chase McGarity
jumped at the opportunity to
coach the team and is now the
president. He was originally a
player, but after sufferinga few
injuries, McGarity decided to
tiy coachingand to getto know
the players. He coached the last
game of the spring 2010semes
ter and has kept it up since.
"I love the teaching," he said.
"I love it because I love taking a
player who struggles and help
ing him improve. I love to see
guys get better."
McGarity thought coach
ing the team was going to be a
real challenge, but he handles
it quite well. He said he was
really surprised to see that the
players take instruction well.
Since AASU doesn't have a
collegiate team, the club team
is open to anyonewho wants to
play. There areeven some play
ers on the team who had never
played soccer before joining
the team.
Sophomore Joseph Nichols
is one of those guys. After a
friend mentioned it to him last
fall, he decided to give it a shot
and hasn't stopped yet.
"I'd never played before," he
said. "It's simple. All you need
is a baU."
Nichols was actuaUy the

Compiled by Brittany Hodges

AASU Sports Trivia

1. Who has been named PBC's women's soccer defen
sive player of the week?
2. What are the Lady Pirates ranked in the NCSAA
Division II Top 25 poll?
3. How many seniors are on the 2010-2011 Lady Pi:
rates soccer team?
4. When did the Lady Pirates kick off their inaugural
season?
5. Who made the PBC preseason all-conference 2010
team?
Check your answers at the bottom of the page.

On the horizon

1 players
of the ball.

team's leading scorer last year.
He loves it so much he plans to
play for the rest of hisJife.
"It's now my favorite sport,"
he said.
Since it's a new club, the men
don't have the best record.
However, they are really look
ing to build a better team and
continue to grow.
"We're looking for people
who love to play soccer and
love to play with other people,"
McGarity said. "The types we
want are not the best players."
Vice President Jason Oliveira isn't a stranger toclub soccer
and decided to be the assistant
coach of AASU's team. It is his
first year involved at AASU,
but he has played all his life
and even coached high school
soccer.
"I wanted to get back into
coaching," he said. "Our pro
gram is so new here. We're
working more on afoundation,
working from there."
Every year there isa national
tournament, and this year it

Volleyball
Oct. 10

Florida lech

vs. Florida Tech and Merrimack
in Winter Park, Fla.
Oct. 13

Photos by Luke Armstrong
The AASU m en's soccer club team practices possession in t he final third of the field in order to get ready for an upcoming
match.

will be held in Arizona. It's
very competitive. A lot of other
schools have an advantage be
cause players can sometimes
play with both collegiate and
club teams, thus making their
players a bit more skilled.
AASUs club team has play
ers with and without experi

ence.
They will be in action at
"All the people out here want GCSU on Oct. 16 and again on
to play," Nichol s said. "That's Oct. 23 at Mercer.
the cool thing about being part
of something that's starting."
They play most of their
games on Saturday and prac
tice Monday and Wednesday
from 8 to 10p.m.

vs.ValdostaSt.

Soccer:
Oct. 9

Intramural Sports Flag Football Fall 2010

vs. Columbus St.

Men's Maroon Division

Oct. 12

TEAM
I.B.B.
Strap Up

,

RECORD

Do you love sports?

4-0

Then cover them for

THE INKWELL

3-1

Rugby

3-1

Kappa Sigma

1-3

Pike: Garnet

1-3

i d/

Baseball, Softball, basketball and - oh yeah - the 2008-2009
Division II ten nis national champions are all proof that sports are
alive and well at AASU. Get close to the players and the action

0-4

E-mail sports.inkwell@gmail.com to find out how.

TEAM

RECORD

Good Palpations

3-0

t's not just a student newspaper.
It's your newspaper.

H.A.M.
Sigma Steelers

3-o
1-1

Rough Riders

1-2

AST Anchors

0-2

Whiskey Women

0-3

P.D.I.

Women's Division

INKWELL
Get involved. Get published.
E-mail chief.inkwell@gmail.com

Men's Gold Division
TEAM

RECORD

The Coalition

3-0

Cream on the Inside

3-0
2-1

Woodchucks
Pike: Gold

1-2

Cheese Weasels

0-3

Double Agents

0-3

feekiy Sports Recap

Soccer:

Men's Tennis:

Volleyball:

Oct. 2 vs. Montevallo W

olf:

4-1

0ct.2.-4GeorgiaTech
Invitational in Atlanta, Ga.
Eadadlo Bonet captured
the Singles A Bracket
of the Georgia Tech Fall
Invitational.
Daniel Regan advanced to
finals of Singles B Bracket.

Oct. 1 vs. Francis Marion W
3-0
Oct. 2 vs. UNC Pembroke L
3-2
Oct. 5 at West Georgia L 3-2

Hodtics

\SU men's golf team

nked No. 22 in Golf
orld/NIKE Division II
raches' Poll

Ranked N o. 8 in NCSAA
Top 25
Tracey Mitchell named
PBC Goalkeeper of the
Week

K r c * '•

•••' i

gmoHf*1
vs. Queens University in
Charlotte, N.C.

Golf

0
Oct. 11-12

Men's vs. GSU at Mizuno
Savannah Intercollegiate

Tennis
Oct. 8-10

Men's and Women's at C.l.
Varner Memorial

theinkwellonl inelcom

orts Editor
orts.inkweH@gmad.com

•P
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Brittany

o
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AASU Sports Trivia Answers
1. Carey Patterson.
2. The Pirates are ranked 8th.
3. There are seven seniors on the Lady Pirates soccer
team.
4. 2005.
5. Carey Patterson and Morgan Mitchell.
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Green beer: Not just for St. Patty's Day
By Evan S. Benn
St. Louis Post-Dispatch
(MCT)
Over a plate of eggs from
a free-range,
hormonefree,
vegetarian-fed,
or
ganic chicken, I pondered
the carbon footprint of my
beer consumption. I recycle
bottles and cans, sure, but is
that enough to offset all the
water, energy and other re
sources that go into making
liquid gold? So I started look
ing into organic beers - and I
was underwhelmed.
Unlike the wine industry,
which in recent years has
exploded with bio-dynamic
and organic wines produced
in sustainable ways, there are
still only a relative few num
ber of beers out there that
have gone green.
Whatever the reason - not
enough
certified-organic
hops and barley farms or a
lack of demand for organic
beers - the ones that are on
the market, for the most part,
aren't extraordinary. They're
certainly not better than their
conventional counterparts.
"Honestly, brewing with
organic ingredients does not
improve, nor does it deterio
rate, the quality of our beers,"
said Brenden Dobel, brewmaster at California's allorganic Thirsty Bear Brew
ing Co., in a recent interview

Photo courtesy of Brian Baer (MCT)

For the green-conscious crowd, it can be argued that it's far more important
to drink beers from environment-friendly breweries than to seek out organic
beers that may leave you unsatisfied.

with SF Weekly.
"The satisfaction lies more
in knowing that large por
tions of agricultural land
somewhere in North Ameri
ca are pesticide-free, and the
surrounding water is purer
due to our purchasing pow___ »
er.
For the green-conscious
crowd, I argue that it's far
more important to drink
beers from environmentfriendly breweries than to
seek out organic beers that

may leave you unsatisfied.
Here are a handful of brew
eries that are doing it right:
Sierra Nevada Brewing
Co. - The California craftbeer pioneer also is a leader
in environmental practices,
harnessing
solar
power,
finding ways to use half the
water of other breweries its
size, creating biodiesel fuel
from vegetable oil used at its
brewpub, and recycling spent
grain for farmers to feed their
livestock.

Here's the coolest part: Si
erra Nevada now grows its
own hops and barley, organi
cally, right outside the brew
ery's front door. It uses them
to produce an Estate Ale that
is the rare exception to the
not-better-than-conventional-beer rule. Last year's ver
sion was one of my favorite
beers of 2009 - robust and
earthy with layers of intrigu
ing flavors. This year's, called
Sierra Nevada Estate Home
grown Ale, is set to pop up
in St. Louis in the next few
weeks. I'd venture to say it's
a safe bet for a great buy. Try
one and know Mother Earth
is smiling.
New Belgium Brewing Co.
- You know that a brewery
with a bicycle on its logo has
to be aware of its footprint.
And Colorado's New Belgium
is. In 1999, it became the first
wind-powered brewery, and
the employee-owned maker
of Fat Tire, 1554 and the ex
perimental Lips of Faith se
ries constantly pushes itself
and its customers to reduce
their impact on the environ
ment. Each year, the brew
ery donates one percent of
its profits to Earth-conscious
causes.
Anheuser-Busch InBev The world's largest brewery
announced an effort this year
to become the "most water-

efficient" brewer, hoping to
drastically cut its water usage
and carbon dioxide emissions
by 2012. A-B also is striving to
reach a 99 percent recycling
rate by that date, up from its
98 percent rate last year. The
Budweiser maker produces a
certified-organic beer, Stone
Mill Organic Pale Ale. I don't
count Stone Mill among the
premier U.S.-made pale ales,
but I do give A-B credit for
doing its part to preserve the
environment.
Kona Brewing Co. - Last
week, this Hawaii brewery
released its first beer made
completely from solar-gener
ated power, Suncharged Pale
Ale. Kona uses condensation
gathered from its air condi
tioners to water its plants,
and it has contract-brewing
agreements in Oregon and
New Hampshire so it doesn't
have to waste beer miles ship
ping its products from
the
Big Island to the mainland.
Kona isn't yet distributed in
Missouri, but here's hoping
it is soon. Its Pipeline Porter
is a fine example of the style
with its dark-roasted malts
that create a flavor of coffee
with a touch of cream.

BEER TO TRY
Some
eco-friendly
beers g o a s tep f urther
to donate proceeds to
address real crises in the
global environment.
Abita SOS Lowdown:
Louisiana's Abita Brewing
Co. i s donating 7 5 c ents
from t he sa le o f every
bottle of SOS - S"ave Our
Shore" - to G ulf Coast
cleanup i n t he w ake o f
the BP oil disaster.
An unfiltered pilsner
brewed with wheat, t his
brew delivers a clean,
bright flavor.
Price: About $4.50 per
22-ounce bottle
Where to find it: Check
the locatoratabita.com.

Authors, poets and speakers announced for Savannah Book Festival
By Brittany Redding

The fourth annual Sa
vannah Book Festival will
be held from Feb. 5 to 7,
2011, in Telfair Square and
surrounding buildings in
cluding the Jepson Center
for the Arts, Telfair Acad
emy and Trinity Methodist
Church. The book festival
hosts an array of popular
and world-renowned au
thors from the around the
country and provides a
venue for readers to come
and share their passion
with others. The festival is
free and open to the pub
lic.
The Book Festival got its
start after Matt Prickett,
now the festival's execu
tive and creative director,
realized Savannah was still
missing something.
"I was struck that Sa

vannah didn't have a book
event for adults - the home
of Flannery O'Connor and
Conrad Aiken and 'Mid
night in the Garden of
Good and Evil' and no book
festival - how was this pos
sible?" Prickett said.
"So after three years of
research, fundraising, per
sonal investment and board
development, we held our
first Savannah Book Festi
val in February of '08."
Current festival board
member Katherine Oxnard
agreed.
"It didn't make sense
that we didn't have a book
festival," she said.
And since its inception
in 2008 it has been get
ting bigger and bigger each
year.
"We went from zero to 60
in about four seconds," Ox
nard said. "What's so great
about this festival is the

writers really talk about
their lives and how they
got their start. As a writ
er, that's really exciting to
hear that story."
Savannah already had its
music and film festivals,
and Oxnard said the book
festival completes the tri
umvirate of cultural events
in the area.
Next year's book festival
promises the best lineup of
authors yet, Prickett said.
The list includes such
authors as Sandra Brown,
Scott Patterson, Thomas C.
Williams and Vince Dooley, former coach for the
University of Georgia Bull
dogs. Dooley will present
a horticultural book about
his home garden. Festival
president Stephanie Duttenhaver
discussed
the
paintings found in Dooley's
book by famous painter,
Steve Penley.

"He did paintings of
Vince's garden, and photo
graphs of the paintings are
in the book," Duttenhaver said. "I covet his art. I
don't know how he is going
to fit into the festival, but
we will fit him in."
She said that presidents
and celebrities own Penley's paintings and that his
presence offers something
to the book festival that
might interest the local
painters.
"I am excited about three
writers in particular; the
Wolff brothers, Tobias and
Geoffrey, and Lee Smith,"
Oxnard said. "Those three
are some of the most re
vered writers in the Ameri
can literary canon."
Duttenhaver believes in
the importance of attend
ing literary events such as
this one. She said there is
something at the festival

for every caliber of reader
whether he is of historical,
mystery, culinary or other
genres.
"A large majority of the
authors who come are very
involved
in
developing
the thoughts»and minds of
this country," Duttenhaver
said. "They have a large in
fluence on the U.S."
Organizers plan to ar
range for some of the au
thors to give presentations
at local schools before the
festival officially commenc
es. However, in order to get
the full experience, orga
nizers encourage students
to attend the many author
presentations throughout

the weekend..
"There will be a presenta
tion on Flannery O'Connor
that will allow literature
students to listen to the
experience and history of
a famous author who gar
nered their creativity right
here in Savannah," Dutten
haver said.
"It's an unbelievable op
portunity to hear worldclass people talk about
their craft," Oxnard said.
"It's like continuing educa
tion for free and with a fun
little twist."

For more information and updates about the
festival visit savannahbookfestival.org.

'Wall Street' proves a good investment
By Natalie Terrazola

Albert Einstein once de
fined insanity as doing the
same things over and over
again
expecting, differ
ent results. In a capitalist
economy, money is a mea
sure of productivity where
individuals are willing to go
to extreme measures to be
successful.
Oliver Stone's most recent
release fuses both concepts
for a nail-bitingly enjoyable
movie.
"Wall Street: Money Never
Sleeps" is a suspenseful and
dramatic sequel directed by
Oliver Stone, following his
1987 film "Wall Street."
Michael Douglas recap
tured his original role as
Gordon Gekko, alongside
new characters Jacob Moor
(Shia
LaBeouf), Winnie
Gekko (Carey Mulligan)
and Bretton James (Josh
Brolin).
Prior to imprisonment,
Gekko was referred to by
many as an iconic figure in
the Wall Street game. He

uses this economic crisis as
a steppingstone to make his
comeback as a tycoon in the
financial
world.
Gekko also focuses on
rebuilding his relationship
with his daughter Winnie,
the only link to humanity he
has left in this world. Win
nie, who blames Gekko for
the suicide of her brother
Rudy, is engaged to Jacob, a
young Wall Street trader.
Jacob was introduced to
the financial game as early
as the age of 7 and becomes
engulfed in the world of
trading,
not
necessarily
to his advantage. Jacob's
firm,
Keller-Zabel, went
bankrupt, and Jacob is de
termined to find who is re
sponsible for its downfall.
Gekko agrees to help Jacob
unveil the truth behind this
conspiracy, while Jacob as
sists in mending the dispir
ited relationship between
Gekko and his daughter.
This movie surpassed my
expectation. Let's face it stocks, bonds and trading
are not high on my excite
ment list. Unexpectedly, it

held my attention.
The movie captured the
cold and competitive na
ture of money and business
yet also brought a touch
of warmth and humanity
through the personal sub
plots.
Overall, the actors did a
great job of capturing the
essence of their charac
ters, with exceptional per
formances by Douglas and
Mulligan. Douglas holds a
consistent non-transparent
characterization,
making
it harder to read his objec
tive.
Mulligan
represents a
passive, yet strong feminine
figure, which adds a more
emotional
outlook.
Her
character counterbalances
the movie's dominant mas
culinity, and I believe that
she was essential to appeal
to a broader audience.
The
cinematography,
by Rodrigo Prieto, adds a
glamorous outlook to the
Jiew York setting with ex
travagant shots of the city.
He manages to manipulate
the angles in order to cap

ture the emotional essence
of moments.
It is a must-see movie for
those in the financial indus
try. It mirrors our current
economic status and the im
portance of money manage
ment, while educating the
audience on the detrimen
tal effects money can have if
not handled properly.
As Gekko advises, "Money
never sleeps. She keeps one
eye open at night, watching
you, and if you don't pay
close attention, some night
she'll be gone."

3.5 out of 5 stars
An Edward R. Pressman
Film production
Directed by Oliver Stone
Starring

Josh

Brolin,

Michael
Douglas,
Shia
LaBeouf and Carey Mulli
gan.
Rated PG-13 for brief
strong language and the
matic elements.

Photo Courtesy of Michael Goulding (MCT)

Actor Michael Douglas stars as Gordon Gekko in Oliver Stone's "Wall
Street: Money Never Sleeps," thp recently released sequel to the 1987
smash-hit "Wall Street."
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Greek Fest returns next week
By
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Church, will h ost a food and
dance extravaganza.
di,,iere,are a variety of Greek
., h
being served during
he festival's three days. There
are entrees of Greek-styie
Jamb and gyro sandwiches
to get attendees' taste buds
started. Then there is the clas
sic Greek dessert baklava and
other sweet treats.
Father Vasile Mihai, the
pnest for St. Paul's, explained
how the chutch will be set
up for the festival. Inside the
kitchen were six huge ovens
tor the large amount of bakmg that will occur during the
event. Mihai said the staff has
been preparing since Febru
ary to get everything in order.
The Greek festival is entire
ly volunteer-run.
We have a dedicated group
of men and women that come
out for the festival and pre
pare the traditional Greek
dishes," said Tommy Danos,

president of the parish coun
cil for St. Paul's.
All the food on the menu is
listed at $io or less, and there
is even a drive-through win
dow to grab a treat on the go.
Steve Magulias, owner of
Sweet Potatoes Kitchen, is of
Greek heritage and has a taste
for cultural cuisine. "I really
enjoy going there to taste all
the good food," he said. "You
can get a nice variety of all the
different dishes."
Mihai said the festival gets
volunteers not just from
members who attend church
regularly but also from many
Savannahians who just feel a
sense of p ride and honor for
their Greek heritage. Howev
er, anyone's help is welcomed
and appreciated.
Danos said if the weather
goes their way, then they are
expecting record crowds.
Guests who decide to take a
load off in the dining area will
be entertained with live music
and dancing.
The Nick Trivelas Duo will
be playing on the stage. In the
middle of the room will be
dancers performing in a tra
ditional. Greek style of dance.
Both child and adult groups,
of dancers will perform on

all days of the festival. It's a
group style of dance, so every
one can join in.
Mihai said it's a beautiful
thing when he sees the volun
teers who have been working
so hard come out of the kitch
en and join the celebration.
"Not only will they come
with their apron on from
working there, but you will
see some older people, men
and ladies, in their 70s and
80s dancing with such easi
ness," hesaid. "They havereal
style."
If this isn't enough enter
tainment, tours of St. Paul's
will also be given. Lectures
on the lavish artwork and the
history of t he church and its
architecture will accompany
the tours. These include ex
planations of the church's
services, as well as questionand-answer time.
Mihai said everyone works
hard and needs a bit of enjoy
ment.
The Greek Festival is a fam
ily affair and St. Paul's big
gest fundraiser all year. All
proceeds go to the church and
its charities. There will also
be an area to purchase gifts
and Greek foods not regularly
available in Savannah.

Weekend Music

Photo By Bob Fila/(MCT)

Spanikopita combines spinach and feta cheese in a crisp y phylio crust.

Vampire film sucks life out of genre
By Philip Townley

"Let Me In" is, in short, a
failure.
The plot is a remake of the
2008 Swedish film "Let the
Right One In," and anyone
who has seen the trailers
for both films will immedi
ately recognize the blatant
similarities because scene
after scene is duplicated.
Both versions of the film
follow the same premise. A
young girl, approximately
12, moves next door to a
boy, also 12, who has prob
lems with bullies at school.
Abby, the young girl, en
courages Owen, the boy,
to stand up to them, and
if that does not work then

she'll help him. It is a story
of young love, one that be
comes entangled with the
murders within the town.
As the film reveals very
early, Abby is to blame for
the murders because she's
a vampire with all the stan
dard cliches of sun-sensi
tivity, inhuman climbing
abilities, desperate need
for blood and as the film
title suggests the inabil
ity to enter homes without
permission.
One of the first of many
"problems in "Let Me In"
is that it has all been done
before and not just by "Let
the Right One In." This
theme of human-vampire
relations is currently be
ing overdone in television,.

books and movies. "True
Blood," "Twilight" and
"Moonlight," all going back
to the old classic "Buffy,"
have strong ties to the
themes presented in "Let
Me In." Many character de
tails follow this line found
in the story*s plot idea of
combining romance and
horror.
Yet as much as the idea
of a horror-romance may
sound intriguing, if "Let
Me In" is any example, the
genre would be well worth
abandoning. Horror mov
ies should be about making
the audience afraid about
forcing people to jump in
their seats or to jerk their
view from the screen.
Yet "Let Me In" is so ut

Stay
Entertained
in Savannah

terly predictable that the
only forced movement is
reaching for a drink. For
a movie that comes from
the same creator as "Cloverfield," "Let Me In" is so
lacking in tension that it is
useless as a horror flick.
The romance portion is
likewise a disappointment.
As the core romance is
centered on a 12-year-old
schoolboy and a vampire
who looks 12, the whole
relationship is just creepy
and somewhat perverted.
It might not get to anything
sexual, but no one needs to
see a vampire's bloody lips
leave a stain on the mouth
of a young boy. Ever.
The movie lacks in com
edy, action and special ef

And Movies
On Friday, Oct. 8, Warner Bros.
Pictures will open"Life As We
Know If for wide release. The
fects, and adds nothing
romantic comedy features Kathto an already overloaded
erine
Heigl and Josh Duhamel,
genre. The only emotion a
person can gain from watch who butt heads. When they must
ing this film is the rage at mutually parent their godchild,
having wasted money that the enemies must find a way to
could have been otherwise reconcile their differences.
well spent.
On Saturday, Oct. 9, at 7:30 p.m.
at Muse Arts Warehouse, Bill
DeYoung will provide a screen
1 out of 5 stars
ing of a selection of dips of the
A Hammer Film Produc
Beatles entitled "A Celebration
tion
Written/Directed by Matt of John Lennon and the Beatles."
The facility will be accepting
Reeves
Starring
Kodi
Smit- donations forthis free event. Time
McPhee, Chloe Moretz and to be announced.
On Sunday,Oct. 10,at8p.m.,the
Richard Jenkins
Rated R for strong bloody Sentient Bean will screen the film
horror violence, language "Lord Save Us From Your Follow
and a brief sexual situa ers"^ honor of World Homelesstion.
nessDay.

Facebook creator proves convincing anti-hero
By Eric Roberts
Staff Reporter

When Ithink aboutthis mov
ie, I have trouble not smilingat
how strange and intriguing the
basic presentation is.
Columbia Pictures set out to
create a movie detailing the in
tricate origin-stoiyof Facebook.
The wealth of public info rma
tion on the specifically pop u
lar social networking website
made research easy for them.
The trickypart came whenthey
also decided to try and make it
interesting and engaging for a
mainstream audience.
How exactly can a produc
tion company makea two-hour
long movie about computer
programming
interesting?
Well, according to Columbia
Pictures, throwin a soundtrack
by the front man of Nine Inch
Nails Trent Reznor and How
to Destroy Angels and hire
the most prolific director of
cerebral thrillers that money
can buy, and you've gota done
deal.
They hit the nail on the
head.
"The Social Network," at its
core, centers on Harvard stu
dent Mark Zuckerberg (Jesse

Courtesy of Merrick Morton/MCI'
Justin Timberlake, left, and Jesse Eisenberg star in Columbia Pictures' "The
Social Network."

Eisenberg) on his quest to
create a smash-hit website showing all of the pitfalls, law
suits and cunning mind-games
he tumbles through in order to
gain success.
The movie's timeline jum ps
around as thestory progresses,
pepperingthe "real events"with
Zuckerberg's various court cas
es related to the subjects being
shown. We follow Zuckerberg
through everystep, from small
time hacker to record-breaking
billionaire, and somehow it all
feels like a natural progression.
Zuckerberg eats, breathes

and lives Facebook, complete
ly losing his humanity in the
search for social' acceptance
and meaning. When you see it
all unfold in front of you, it ac
tually displays a kind of heart
rending beauty. He becomes a
monster of his own creation,
and it really does become hard
to not feel pity for the guy.
As a film itself, while not des
tined to become a classic, it's
still very impressively made.
Director
David
Fincher ("Se7en," "Fight Club,"
"Zodiac") truly knows how to
Work an audience as well as he

does a camera, and he shows
that off in almost every scene.
Backed by the minimalist,
almost-industrial soundtrack
by Reznor, he seems to make
the most mundane of activities
thrilling and aesthetically bril
liant.
Unfortunately, this movie
has some Serious drawbacks
that hold itdown from a higher
score and wider audience ac
ceptance.
While I can see most people
being drawn in by this film,
there's bound to be a large
chunk that finds it to bepreten
tious and boring. The typical
audience might find this movie
a bit hard toswallow, and IHbe
the first to admit it.
Some people may have trou
ble relating to the main charac
ter. While he is an interesting
character study, he also comes
off as a condescending misan
thrope. Also, th e runtime can
feel incredibly lengthy in cer
tain scenes. Viewers also might
be disappointed that the story
structure isn't traditional in
any sense of the word.
A lot of aud ience members
are going to want action beats
and blatant controversy to
keep them interested, but they

thein kwel lonline.com
1

On Friday, Oct. 8, through
Sunday, Oct. 10, the Savannah
Folk Festival will take place.
On Friday night, the
performance will begin from
7 p.m. and last till 11 p.m. in
downtown's Ellis Square.
On Saturday at 2 p.m. the finals
of the "Youth Song Writing
Competition"will commence at
-The First Presbyterian Church at
520 E. Washington Ave. Also that
day, the Savannah Folk Music
Society will host the"0ld Time
Country Dance"at the Notre
Dame Academy gymnasium
from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.
On Sunday, the Folk Society
will host the "Concert at Grayson
Stadium"from2p.m.to7:30
p.m. as well as a silent auction.
The entire festival is free and
open to the public.
Also on Friday, Jason Ajemian
and the Highlife will perform
at the Sentient Bean on Park
Avenue at 8 p.m. The suggested
donation for this event is $10.

won't get it and that might kill
the movie for them.
This isn't that standard
biopic filled to the brim with
emotional yelling, frustrated
fist-slinging or even definite
villains and heroes. Thismovie
relies almost entirelyon subtle
ty and tact to keepit going.
"The Social Network" is a
real - though admittedly exag
gerated -progression of events
with a very cerebral structure.
If you aren't willing to hang on
every rapid-fire, mentally de
manding word, you might just
get left b ehind, though I have
to say that makes itall the more
intriguing.

3.5 out of 5 stars
A Columbia Pictures/Rel
ativity Media production
Directed by David Fincher
Starring Jesse Eisenberg,
Andrew Garfield and Justin
Timberlake
Rated PG-13 for sexual
content, drug and alcohol
use and language.

On the Town
On Friday, Oct. 8, at 7:30 p.m.,
the Davenport House Museum
presents"Yellow Fever!"
This event will feature a cast
presented as people affected by
the 1820s yellow fever epidemic
at the museum located at 324 E.
State St. The cost for this event is
$15 in advance.
On Friday, Oct. 8, at 8 p.m.,
Muse Arts Warehouse on
Louisville Road will host the
"MasquerODD Ball,"a Halloween
party with live improvisation
entertainment. The party
includes a costume contest,
ghost stories, improvisation
games and the Odd Lot Improv
Comedy Troupe's adaptation of
several works by Edgar Allen Poe.
The cover charge is $10.
On Monday, Oct. 11, at 6:15
p.m., the Savannah Dance Club
will host the "2nd Savannah
Swag-a-Polooza"at Quality Inn
Midtown at 7100 Abercorn St.
This event is free and open to the
public.

Kicking Back
On Oct. 5, Bill Bryson released
his newbook"AtHome:A
Short History of Private Life"
The non-fiction book takes a
sociological stance on what
can find in different rooms of
Bryson's house. For qxample,
he examines how common
items, such as salt and pepper,
changed peoples lives. His
home was previously a 19thcentury Church of England
rectory.
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Daniel D. brings class to hip-hop
By F. Reese Shellman III
Copy Editor
copy.inkwell@gmail.com

The
Campus
Union
Board's Rock Me Commit
tee presented the hip-hop
jazz violinist Daniel Davis,
who goes by Daniel D., on
Tuesday, Oct. 5, at 7:30
p.m. at the Ogeechee The
ater in the new Student
Union. Devon Goodwin
accompanied him on bass,
ahd Faith Lyn was on gui
tar.
The show opened with
Davis's sister, Faith Lyn,
serenading the audience
with Train's "Hey, Soul
Sister," which was fast
and bouncy with a heavy
bassline. She followed with
her own composition, "Val
entine," which featured flu
id guitar riffs, broken only
by the beat of the drum.
For the main event, Davis
took the stage. For his act,
the bare bones of a mixed
song would play through
the sound system, and the
band layered their music

BOOK | FROM PAGE 1
fechve descriptions is rare."
Stone was a professor at
AASU from 1975 until 2007,
working with three presidents
and an interimpresident.
"It is important to know
where we've come from, and
I think everyone should read
the book," said Allis on Belzer,
assistant professor of history.
"Dr. Stone did a wonderful job
on this gift to Armstrong. It is a
honor to have such a respected
source write it;"
History department head
professor June Hopkins en
courages students to purchase a
copy of the book to learn more
about the amount of hard work
put in over the years to make
the university what is today.
"Students should be interest
ed in the past because it is your
shared memories," Hopkins
said. "It has a lot of Armstrong
history but Georgia and local
history as well. It resonated
with regional and racial history
also."
The book allows students to
insert themselves into differ
ent time periods and find their
counterparts, the people they
can relate their lives to today.
'There isan interesting paral
lel that students shouldlook for
in the book, in 1935, with what

over it.
The centerpiece was
clearly Davis and his vio
lin. His set, which included
a number of recent hits as
well as Michael Jackson's
"Billie Jean," all possessed
the sound of his sweeping
violin.
Davis said he started
playing violin when he was
12 but'was not enthusiastic
at first. He had difficulty
liking the idea of the violin,
until he saw someone play
it unconventionally one
day.
"You don't have to look
a certain way, act a certain
way to do it," he said.
The audience thought so,
too. The thunderous ap
plause shook the small the
ater.
Sophomore Falon Collins
said that Davis is impres
sive because he makes his
instrument a part of cur
rent popular music. "Some
people think the violin is
just for classic music, but
it can be used with hip-hop
and R&B," Collins said.

we are struggling with now eco
nomically," Hopkins said.
Savannah Mayor Thomas
Gamble founded the college in
1935 using the Armstrong man
sion as thefirst campus. George
F. Armstrong built the mansion
in 1935. He knew nothing of the
school, dying 11 years before
the college began. For many
students and faculty, the man
sion was extravagant and aweinspiring.
"The mansion made a huge
impression on students andfac
ulty," Stone said. "The mansion
was their formative experience.
Many of them never dreamed
they would be able to attend col
lege at all."
The foundation of the college
cannot be attributed to Gamble
alone. Lowry Axley, an Eng
lish teacher at Savannah High
School, saw Augusta's junior
college and wanted one in Sa
vannah.
Enrollment plunged during
World War II, and the few fe
male students left in the wake
of the war kept the college alive.
The faculty ad ded war-related
courses during this time. The
sports and theater departments
started to grow during this pe
riod as well.
"Armstrong even had football
for a short time," Stone said.

Photos by Andrea Cervone
Top Left: Daniel Davis performs modern-day songs on his electric violin for
students in the Student Union on Oct. 5.
Bottom Left: AASU stu dents taking photos of the performance by Daniel Davis
on the evening of Oct. 5.
Right: Faith Lyn, th e younger sister of Daniel Davis, performs an opening guitar
act as a precursor to Daniel D.'s performance in th e Student Union on Oct. 5.

The veterans, both faculty
and students, returned to the
school after the war and the col
lege was not prepared for t he
large influx.
The Hunt Building was
bought and used as a hangout
area for studehts called "The
Dump."
'The campus was six build
ings extending out from the
Mansion," Stone said, referring
to post-war Armstrong, includ
ing the Hunt Building. "It was
too tight for the expected baby
boomers."
The '60s was a time for ex
pansion and desegregation.
Alfred Owens was the first
African-American t o apply for
admission to Armstrong.
"Unfortunately in 1961 Geor
gia law could - without any
admission of race - still bar
anyone like Owens from joining
AASU," Stone said.
However, in 1963 Otis John
son became the first AfricanAmerican student to attend
Armstrong and took two eve
ning classes.
The college experimented
with possible expansion op
tions in the '60s. After many
discussions of the preservation
of Savannah's buildings and the
expansion of the colle ge, Arm
strong moved.

"In January 1966, Armstrong
moved out of downtown to a
new campus," Stone said. "The
new campus was far out in the
country and at this time, Abercorn Street stopped at the cam
pus," Stone said.
After moving, the college
continued to grow in all areas
including sports.
"Pirate Basketball was a ma
jor highlight in the1970s. It was
integrated with black and white
players," Stone said.
"Enrollment gradually im
proved and the first housing
appeared across from the cam
pus," Stone said, referring the
'80s.
The 1990s brought about the
change to a semester school
year and a name change for the
college. There was much debate
about the required change in
name of the school.
"Students didn't care what it
was called, as long as they kept
Armstrong in the name," Stone
said.
In 1996, th e college was re
named Armstrong Atlantic
State University.

SCIENCE | FROM PAGE 1
vice president of academic af
fairs," Sturz said. "Eveiyone has
been very helpful in allowing me
to continueto dowhat I do."
"We are very proud of Dr.
Sturz," Kraft said.
Students as well as other col
leagues can benefit from Sturz's
appointment as an editor.
"It will give him practice in
recognizing good writing and
will give him firsthand knowl
edge about what editors are
looking for," Wong said.
This knowledge can help stu
dents with receiving feedback,
as well as how to write for t he
psychology field. Wong said
that it can also help othe r fac
ulty members intheir writing.
"I think more than anything
it allows for maintaining high
standards and articles that are
published are of high quality,"
Sturz said of the position.
"Students and colleagues are
very fortunate that Dr. Sturz is
dedicated to our university,"
Wong said.
Sturz said that'he has two ar
ticles under review for publica
tion now and hopesto hear from
both of their reviewrs sometime
during this month or the next.

FORUM | FROM PAGE 1
Wilson said that his de
sire is for more diversity in
AASU faculty.
"Every department should
have one black member," he
said.
Wilson believes this will
not be possible unless there
is commitment from AASU's
administration, not only to
hiring more diverse faculty,
but also mentoring those
who are already at AASU.
"I'm challenging this insti
tution right now," he said.
SGA President Zerick
Samples said he has contrib
uted to AASU's d iversity by
empowering those in SGA.
"We can't respect what has
been done if we don't know
what has been done," he
said.
Junior Kim Beard, who at
tended the forum, said she
agreed with Owens that the
students need to discuss hir
ing more diverse faculty.
"If we continue to bring
minority students, we need
to help them feel more com
fortable," Beard said.

SGA | FROM PAGE 1
Additionally, SGA officers
advised the senatorial body
to attend the upcoming fi
nancial aid forum, which
is scheduled on Oct. 21 at 7
p.m. in University Hall, room
156. The forum is intended
to serve as a means for stm
dents to address difficulties
they face with financial aid,
student parking, meal plans
and other monetary issues.
The forum will feature nu
merous speakers from vari
ous AASU departments to
address the issues.
Vice President Ty Slater
also used the meeting as
an opportunity to reiterate
the importance of senators
and guests auditing SGA's
weekly meetings to re
main silent while others are
speaking and to silence their
cell phones, which had pre
sented a degree of difficulty
during the meeting.
"We're all adults here, and
when someone is speaking
during a meeting, we need
to give them the respect that
we would expect from h
t em,"
Slater said.

SAVE WITH YOUR AASU ID
McDonald's® Restaurant at Savannah Mall
is offering special discount to
AASU students, faculty and staff
when you show your AASU ID card.
i
i M fllX 'fWE REUS AM'SlACTf*

EXTRA VALUE MEAL*

N UMB E RS 1-11

10% OFF OF REGULAR MENU

EXTRA VALUE MEAL*
N U M B E R S 1- 1 4

10% OFF OF ANY
MEDIUM OR LARGE

McCAFE* BEVERAGE

The SGA's total budget is
$36,773.00. Their encum
brance budget is $34,645.50,
and their remaining budget
is $2,527.17.

, Room Id
Hume: f*12 -344 -2 3€3
E-mail: careers rijanmtrot^du
at 13100 Abercom
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